New best friend.


Elwood:	“It's 106 miles to Chicago, we've got a full tank of gas, half a pack of cigarettes, it's dark, and we're wearing sunglasses.”

Jake: 		“Hit it!”

Apologies to the “Blues Brothers”.  We are not going to Chicago, we don’t have a full tank of gas, we don’t smoke, it’s not dark and we are definitely not wearing sunglasses.

No …………….… We’re going boating and I  ………………  “hit it!”

We arrive at our mooring (actually it is our boat that is moored not we) and address the boat in time honoured manner (bash a bottle of Bolly on it’s bum), fire up the oil burner, throw off it’s bondage and head toward the muddy ditch known lovingly as the Trent and Misery canal.

We are encouraged on our way by friends shouting “Don’t come back”, “What about that fiver?”, “Hope you sink”.  Our boating friends are the cheeriest of good people. 

At our first lock we meet a man who's walking to his boat, has time to spare and wants to tell us a little of his recent history.  This is no unusual thing as boaters are very fond of gossiping at locks, pubs, prisons, wherever and generally we have no notion of time (either it’s daylight or it’s dark, simple!).

He relates that he put his boat into a boatyard for engine repairs and after a while the boatyard owner presented him with huge bill to pay but …………… engine still not working. 

Our man responds; “Hold hard shyster, thou art being more than cheeky.  Sod off, I shall transfer my business elsewhere” (I paraphrase). 

Yard owner says “No way chuck”.  So it’s wet towels at 3 paces. 

Things get bit heated, police are invited to arbitrate (“Evening sir …... Are you the person who reported the loss of a banjo?”). This development, for some unimaginable reason but nonetheless we are assured is true,  leads the boatyard owner to surround himself with petrol cans and makes threat to do the Guy Fawkes number a little early this year.

Our man (now new best friend) takes advantage of this distraction to hand haul his boat out the yard and make like Shire horse down the towpath with boat in tow.  Alternatively hand hauling and getting tows from passing other boats, he is now several miles from the scene and though not altogether happy is at least in possession of his boat and somewhere to lay his head this night.

Warming to our company our new best friend goes on to related recent beneficial experience of “Our NHS”.

A visit to his local GP results in referral to consultant.  After the traditional (compulsory?) many weeks waiting period he attended the local hospital where consultant examines him and says sorry but nothing can be done.

Unhappy with this result our friend returns to GP and asks for second opinion.  

Doctor says OK.  My first opinion is that you have a medical issue and my second opinion is that your are also ugly.

Friend offers Doc. choice of knuckle butty or a further second opinion but “different hospital next time please”.

Further traditional several weeks wait and our friend attends hospital in next county only to find the consultant is same one previously seen and offers, unsurprisingly, the same opinion as before. 

NHS ticks box that says case dealt with, pats itself on back, awards staff a pay rise and early retirement plan.

Friend gives up, decides it’s too much hassle and accepts whatever nature has in store.

Sandra and I agree our new best friend is in plentiful supply of the wrong sort of luck and whilst commiserating mention he seems rather deaf in one ear.

“Yus.” He says.  “That’s on account of being head butted by a sheep”.

Volunteering no further explanation he simply says “Must be on me way now”. 

We salute our new best friend and wish him many more cheery days





P.S. 	I suppose Covid cannot be ignored for comment so:-


On the return car journey from boat to home I look in the rear view mirror and note the driver of the following vehicle is ………….. WEARING A FACE MASK!!  

He is alone in the car and wearing a face mask.  Pardon me!  Are you serious?

I wonder, does he fear risk of Covid self contamination and if so is it a reasonable concern?  Or …………..……. is he a nutter?  Or ……………………. am I a nutter?

I know that tonight I shall lose sleep worrying about who is maddest.  The hysterical driver behind, my new best friend …………………… or me.


